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Original Literary Works Declaration

Name of Candidate: Robert C.M. Weebers
Passport: NWB7J8099

Name of the Degree: Doctor of Philosophy


Field of Study: Theory and History

I do solemnly and sincerely declare that:

1) I am the sole author of this Work

2) This Work is original

3) Any dealings with work in which copyright existed was done by way of fair dealings and any expert, extract, reference or reproduction to any copyright had expressly and sufficiently been disclosed and the title of the work and its authorship had been acknowledged in this Work.

4) I do not have actual knowledge or ought reasonably to know that the making of this work constitute an infringement of any copyright Work

5) The owner of the copyright of this Work is the Universiti Malaya (“UM”) and any reproduction in any form or by any means mechanical or otherwise is prohibited without the written consent of UM having been first obtained.

6) I am fully aware that in the course of making this Work I have infringed any copyright, I may be subjected to legal action or any other action as determined by UM.

Candidate’s signature [Signature] Date 28/11/2012

Subscribed and solemnly declared before

Witness signature
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